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NEXT MEETING:
Friday, August 12th, 2022, at 7:00 PM
The New Sand Creek Police Station 950 Academy Park Loop
(Northeast of the intersection of Fountain/Academy)
Colorado Springs, Colorado

January 14th, 2022 (Friday)
NMRA-PPD monthly meeting CANCELLED
Contest: {to be determined} Program:
February 11th, 2022 (Friday)
NMRA-PPD monthly meeting
Contest: Railroad structure Program: Arduinos
March 11th, 2022 (Friday)
NMRA-PPD monthly meeting
Contest: Rolling stock Program: Southern Pacific’s Daylight
April 8th, 2022 (Friday)
NMRA-PPD monthly meeting
Contest: “Bent Screwdriver” Program: {to be determined}
(Unusual April Fools items)

May 13th, 2022 (Friday)
NMRA-PPD monthly meeting
Contest: Steam Program: {to be determined}
June 10th, 2022 (Friday)
NMRA-PPD monthly meeting
Contest: Diesel Program: {to be determined}
July 8th, 2022 (Friday)
NMRA-PPD monthly meeting
Contest: Photos RR Program: {to be determined}
August 12th, 2022 (Friday)
NMRA-PPD monthly meeting
Contest: Dioramas Program: {to be determined}
September 9th, 2022 (Friday)
NMRA-PPD monthly meeting
Contest: {to be determined} Program: {to be determined}
October 14th, 2022 (Friday)
NMRA-PPD monthly meeting
Contest: {to be determined} Program: {to be determined}
November 11th, 2022 (Friday)
NMRA-PPD monthly meeting
Contest: {to be determined} Program: {to be determined}
December 9th, 2022 (Friday)
NMRA-PPD monthly meeting.
Program: Xmas Party
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The Milepost, Volume 42, Number 8, August 2022, is published monthly, as an electronic
document (Adobe PDF file), by, and under the authority of, the Pikes Peak Division (Rocky
Mountain Region), of the National Model Railroad Association. Our meetings are usually
held on the second Friday of each month at the Sand Creek Police Station, 950 Academy
Park Loop (northeast of the intersection of Fountain and Academy), in Colorado Springs,
Colorado, at 7:00 PM. Please come to one of our meetings. We would love to meet you. All
scales are welcome. Besides our monthly meeting, we have swap meets, train shows, and other model railroads (and
railroad) activities. All content in this journal is copyrighted to its respective owner unless otherwise noted. Please do not
use content from this newsletter in other publications, newspapers, magazines, books, websites, etcetera, without explicit
case-by-case permission. The editor of The Milepost is Mr. David Bristow. He can be contacted at the e-mail address of:
dave@bristow-family.org Thank you.

Next Meeting on Friday, August 12
Our meeting will be held at: The Sand Creek Police Station, 950 Academy Park Loop (northeast of
the intersection of Fountain and Academy), in Colorado Springs, Colorado
Be sure to check out the Rocky Mountain NMRA Callboard: https://www.rmrnmra.org/callboard.htm

Editor’s Thoughts
From the photos and from the previous PPD layout tours, which I can’t remember when they were
there are some very nice layouts here. I’m wondering if any of those owners would consider taking a
half dozen photos and putting a few words together so that I could feature layouts in the Milepost.
I’m sure any of those in the latest tour could rival those shown in either Model Railroader or the
Model Railroad Hobbyist magazines. I would have included the Railroader Model Craftsman
magazine, but I don’t read that one very often.
A while ago I started to think about layout design. I’ve been following The One Module Approach
(TOMA) as defined in the Model Railroad Hobbyist magazine. To date I have used XtrkCad to design
5 modules. Somewhere in the back of my head I have a grand design… I just need to spend some
time and sketch out a more modules. I have the notion I need a fiddle yard on a lower deck which
implies I’ll need a conveyance to transport trains down and up to the main level. That seems to me a
helix would do the job as my room isn’t big enough to have a straight run at a 2% grade to traverse
the two levels. I’ve spent some time now viewing several YouTube presentations and a couple of
magazine articles. There appears to be many ways to build a helix, so all I need to do is decide on
which approach I’d like to tackle.

Conductor’s Corner
Nothing but thankyous going this month for lots of people who donated their time and energy in
July for the division.
Layout tour hosts (5) could not have been any better or more professional letting us know what they
have done and why. Jeff Cahill, Bob Foltz, Steve Jankowski, Ken Rambo, and Mike Wilson all had
great layouts and all different ideas and plans. The division picnic turned out great as it always
does, and I ate too much again! Both Elizabeth and Mike Maline are both great hosts and made the
picnic a great time to talk to friends, husbands, and wives. The "silent auction" brought in about
another $90.00 for Tony to put in the bank for us. Charlotte's planned division trip is coming up as I
write this and is another thing I wanted to get done during my year as your Superintendent. As I
write this, plans are going forth for our next TECO show plus another Pueblo Rail Fair in which TECO
is assisting. I'm even getting involve with the NEW Free-mo module group. Model railroading is alive
and well here in Colorado Springs. Our hobby is as good as we make it, and share it to others.
Wade Mountz

Drawing Prizes Preview
By Tony Pawlicki
A “teaser” preview of some of the prizes that will be available at the drawing during intermission at
the August 2022 Pikes Peak Division NMRA meeting. As promised, I have been especially grumpy
because not only did I miss the June meeting due to contracting shingles, I missed the July meeting
due to COVID-19 contracted halfway through the shingles illness (definitely didn’t want to kill off our
membership with either chicken pox or COVID-19 or, heaven forefend, both). So doubly grumpy.
GRRRR! But all is well now, apart from some residual grumpiness and fatigue. Thus, August will
see the drawing prizes previewed in the June and July Mileposts, plus the item described below (I’m
sweetening the pot a little, making August a triple-header, if you will). Many thanks to Charlotte
Mountz for keeping the drawing alive in July (thus countering some of my grumpiness AND netting
the Division $10).
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WHAT WILL BE ON OFFER AT THE AUGUST MEETING (in addition to those already previewed in the
June and July Mileposts):
BN 15038, Model Die Casting HO scale, 50’ single-plug-door insulated boxcar (AAR class RBL). My
personal donation (not quite modern enough for my current layout era).
•

As received:
•

•

Cast zinc metal underbody (nicely lowers center of gravity) painted flat black.

Added goodies (it’s just a darned boxcar, what can it need? Well, let’s see):
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

•
•

Weathered trucks and wheelsets with Kadee 33-inch wheelsets.
Shined wheelset treads (this is one of those things that the subconscious picks up on if they’re
not shiny and hollers “model” even if you can’t put your finger on what is causing that reaction).
Note: A Dremel wire brush removes the black paint – WEAR EYE AND FULL-FACE PROTECTION
when doing this – those brushes shed a lot of fast-moving wire bits. I wear eye and face
protection and wear an old overcoat. It’s enough of a nuisance that I do this in large batches
(large enough that periodic breaks to let the Dremel cool down are needed), not four at a time for
a single car.
Kadee #5 couplers.
Shimmed bolsters to correct coupler height.
Removed roof walk (outlawed in the time frame of the 4-69 BUILT and NEW dates), plugged
resulting holes.
Cut levers and associated brackets (particularly as shown in the underbody photo where the
bracket glued to the bottom of the coupler pocket is visible).
Replaced plastic stirrup steps with formed brass A-Line products. This used the trick reported in a
previous article to deal with the fact that the factory sill is too thin to drill into vertically, so styrene
shim is superglued on so that the combination supports vertical drilling, as shown in the
underbody photo. Note that the metal underbody had to be notched to provide room for the
shims; for judged contest purposes the resulting gaps would need to be filled or the notches
perfectly sized, but for layout use this is invisible.
Replaced plastic cast-on side and end grab irons with formed wire.
Decals: Added end numbers, ACI placards, U1 wheel stickers (so 1978 or later era) and
Consolidated Stencils.
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June Wavy Rails
By Joe Costa

Too Much Focus on Rail Crossing Safety?
It was unusual last month that there were three articles dealing with railroad crossing safety but
then again it was an unusually bad month. There was very little redundancy in the articles
Dave gave a very good overview of what happened at the passive railroad crossing in Missouri with
Amtrak and the dump truck. Half the crossings in America are passive. Most rural crossings fall into
that category where trains have the right of way. It would not be practical to require both trains and
vehicles to come to a complete stop.
The Detroit “fast and furious” scenario was just plain insane.
In my article I tried to focus on the astronomical costs of improving crossing to make them fool
proof.
Kristin focused on the role that Scouts played in helping out in Missouri.

Error Correction in Enid Oklahoma
II want to correct an error I made in reporting on the truck eating bridge there. It “only” eats four
trucks a year not four a month. Yum --- Oreos.

There are more “hungry” bridges across America.
5.

Being next to tracks on this picture makes it “railroad related”:

This one is very much railroad related. The truck is hauling a train car which hit the railroad bridge.

6.
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Nine Years ago in CHAFFEE, Mo. – A highway overpass in southeast Missouri collapsed early
Saturday when rail cars slammed into one of the bridge's pillars after a cargo train collision,
authorities said. Seven people were injured, though none seriously.
The bridge collapsed after a Union Pacific train hit the side of a Burlington Northern Santa Fe train
at a rail intersection. Derailed rail cars then hit columns supporting the Highway M overpass,
causing it to buckle and partially collapse.
Let’s end this section with a positive reminder:

Apparently, “this was not the shortcut he was looking for.”
8.

Heading to Alaska
After heading up the coast of Alaska and visiting towns like Skagway to ride the narrow-gauge train,
we will end up to Seward.

This is NOT the train we will be riding. It will be taking folks directly to the Anchorage airport to fly
home. Those of us going to Denali and Fairbanks will be taking a bus to get to Anchorage for the
second part of our journey. We’ll report on that next month.

3rdRail Issue on the MBTA
rd

The latest incident on was a 3 raid mechanical failure effecting a commuter train in the middle of a
bridge over the river causing a fire. No fatalities this time although a person who jumped into the
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river had to be rescued. Passengers evacuating the train reminded each other to be aware of the
electrified 3rd rail.

This was not the only incident on the system this year. A maintenance person working on a crossing
gate did not properly reinitiate the system leading to a vehicle crash. In another event, two trains
collided.

4014 Visits Union Station
Some of us, as volunteers, got to do traffic control.
The lucky ones got to ride the train to Greeley on Saturday morning. We are so jealous:

10.
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Notes from The Siding
By John Emmot
Here we go again. The slow summer continues. Or maybe it just seems slow because I am not as
active as I used to be. It happens that I need oxygen all day now, not just at night. So, I either stay
home with a concentrator or take a bottle of O2 with me.
My condition seemed to culminate with the Woodland Park show. I had cut all the rafter sisters for
the Calhan depot before the Army came to install them. My decline started with all that sawdust.
The trip to altitude brought it to the forefront. We had setup the layout just before the July meeting.
Joe was there to help Mark and myself setup. The museum staff was also very helpful moving
material. The 12’ by 24’ layout ran well. There are always issues with this joint or that loco, but pretty
good overall. Joe was there to help run on Saturday and Sunday and Myron came up on Sunday.
With Mark and myself, we had good trains to run. Unfortunately, I forgot my camera on Saturday, so
many great consists were missed and pictures are sparse on Sunday. By coincidence Bob Haggart
happened to visit the museum with some of his English relatives on Sunday. It was good to visit
with him.
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The Division layout tour also took place on two weekends in July. I was not able to attend any of the
open houses, so have no pictures. Perhaps someone else will wrap that up.
Dave Naples still asks me questions about the Moffat layout he is building in Granby. I am acquiring
building kits off eBay for him to use there. The O scale 1906 wooden caboose I’m making for a
diorama is nearly finished. Now I just need to create some non-existent O scale decals for it. I will
need to figure out how to travel in my condition to deliver everything. Life is getting interesting.
Mowing a yard while carrying an oxygen bottle is a new experience.
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The Division had our annual picnic at the Maline casa last week. Elizabeth did her usual sterling job
with the fixed menu. The contributed side dishes were varied and good. A good time was had by all.
Lots of good railroad conversations took place. Significant information was exchanged. Attendance
might have been a bit disappointing with mostly the usual cadre of folks showing up.
We are progressing with the planning for the TECO show in September and the Rail Fair in Pueblo in
October. We need more volunteers for both events. If you are a Pikes Peak Division participant or
think you might like to be, here is an opportunity to support the group. TECO has been a major
source of revenue for our treasury based on our work. If that is not a motivation, then come help
because you want to.
The Calhan project is also moving forward, but with limited labor. The 1966 steel Rock Island
caboose now has a fresh coat of red paint in preparation for new letters and dedications. I have
made new stencils for names and data for the wooden caboose. There is need for one or two more
folks who can work on a scaffold or ladder at eve heights to remove old shingles and replace the
rotted decking. You don’t have to be on the roof to do the work. Material is available to start the
work when personnel are ready. It doesn’t all have to be done at once. A little bit at a time will
succeed. If there is anyone who does not want to leave the ground, there is work to be done on the
brick ‘waiting platform’ in front of the depot. The base gravel and bedding sand can be placed and
leveled and then the brick pavers can be placed. The cast iron caboose stove has been sandblasted
and is ready for paint. When that is done, it can be placed in the wooden caboose. None of it is
rocket science, but all of it requires bodies to do the work.
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I visited Jerry Hansz this week and finally got the old hard copy Mileposts starting in 1982 to him to
scan and save to a disk. Perhaps that will result in a ‘package’ that is not too much to keep
maintaining the history of the Pikes Peak Division. Perhaps it is just my own ‘packrat mentality’ that
makes me think it is worth keeping or that anyone in the future will even care. There was a strip in
the funny papers this week that caught my eye. I hate to think it’s true, but maybe there is more
there than I think.

The contest this month is dioramas. We have been a bit sparse on contest entries this summer.
Perhaps three folks have a small scene they are proud of this time. We do not yet have topics for
the next three months. Perhaps Jack or Kristen will provide info before next month. We hope Tony
will be well and in attendance with the drawing this month. He should have a plethora of prizes.
I hope to see a lot of folks ‘round the roundhouse.

July 2022 Minutes
Secretary, John Emmot
The regular monthly meeting was called to order by Superintendent, Wade Mountz at 7:04 in the
community room of the Sand Creek Police Station. There were 18 members, and two visitors
present (Jon Wickham and his wife from Pueblo).
The minutes of the June meeting were approved as published in the Milepost.

Treasurers Report
Tony Pawlicki was not present due to continuing illness. He had provided an email update to the
officers on activity in the PPD bank account. The statement covered the payment of interest income
from last month. The statement was accepted as submitted.

Chairman Reports
Wade announced that due the passing of his wife, Bob Bandy had cancelled his participation in the
Division layout tour. It was mentioned that Amber and Tony were both absent because of illness.
Wade asked Elizabeth for an update on the Division Picnic. The picnic will be at the Maline
residence in Falcon on July 30 at 3PM. She asked for RSVPs on the sign-up sheet for a headcount
prior to the day. She also asked that attendees record an item or a category of side dish to bring so
that too many duplicates could be avoided. She had a long list of suggestions. There was
discussion of who and how to invite non-members or to get members to attend. It was suggested
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that David send a focused email to the NMRA roster with picnic information (such as bring your own
chair) and requesting RSVP from any who weren’t at the meeting. Some folks at the meeting
indicated that they had told their railroad friends about the gathering and the need for an RSVP to
the Malines. A motion was made and passed to reimburse Elizabeth up to $200.00 for meat and
supplies for the picnic.
Mark discussed the PPD module setup at the Dinosaur Resource Center in Woodland Park on July
9-10. Mark, John, and Joe had setup a 12’ X 24’ layout earlier in the afternoon. Operating times were
10 AM to 4PM on Saturday and 11AM to 3PM on Sunday. You could run some trains on Sunday and
visit Mike Wilson’s layout on the tour while you are in Woodland Park.
Wade reopened the topic of a Division summer trip. Charlotte’s survey had identified the Greely
museum and layout as the top destination. About 7 people at the meeting indicated a continuing
interest in the trip. After much discussion of dates that were open, it was decided to check with
them about 10-12 September and 20 or 21 August. Charlotte agreed to contact the venue. There
was more discussion about using Division funds for transportation up and back. It was finally
agreed that the passengers should work it out with the drivers for gas considerations.
Wade discussed the Division layout tours scheduled for July 10 and July 16. The updated
addresses, times and telephone numbers were available for attendees to take.
Wade noted that the Northern Utah Division had requested and received a $1500.00 grant from the
Rocky Mountain Region. He wondered what they did and if we could also try for one.
Mark showed the boxcar race clip from the internet. There was much discussion about logistics and
costs as well as who would ‘run’ such an operation. Gerry Drews had indicated that the YMR had an
interest in being part of such an operation, but he wasn’t present to further discuss. It was decided
to ask Gerry for a bill of materials and an estimated cost.
There was a break for refreshments and contest voting.
Jon Wickham from the Pueblo Model Railroad Association was present to tout the Rail Fair
scheduled for the State Fair Grounds on October 15-16.
Mark showed a YouTube video of a pizza box layout project. There was wide agreement that such a
program would be good for TECO. There were no volunteers from the attendees to be the PPD chair.

Old business
There was no old business.

New Business
There was no new business.
Break for refreshments followed by the drawing.

Contest
Railroad pictures
First place went to Wade, Second place went to Charlotte and Third place went to Wade.
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Program
There was no formal program. Mark mentioned that the UP 4014 would be in Denver on July 29.
Meeting adjourned at 8:26.

July Layout Tours
Photos by Charlotte Mountz
Bob Foltz’s Layout
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Jeff Cahill’s Layout
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Ken Rambo’s Layout
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Mike Wilson’s Layout
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Steve Jankowski’s Layout

The Lighter Rail
by Kristin Phillips
Honoring the Big Boy and the Legacy of Steam
“The time will come when people will travel in stages moved by steam engines form one city to
another, almost as fast as birds can fly, 15 or 20 miles per hour…. A carriage will start from
Washington in the morning, the passengers will breakfast at Baltimore, dine at Philadelphia, and sup
in New York all in the same day.

Oliver Evans, 1800
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A railroad is like a lie, you must keep building it to make it stand. A railroad is a ravenous destroyer
of towns, unless those towns are put at the end of it and a sea beyond, so that you can't go further
and find another terminus. And it is shaky trusting them, even then, for there is no telling what may
be done with trestlework.
Mark Twain, Letter to the San Francisco Alta California, printed May 26, 1867
Railroad (n) The chief of many mechanical devices enabling us to get away from where we are to
where we are no better off. For this purpose, the railroad is held in highest favor by the optimist, for
it permits him to make the transit with great expedition.
Ambrose Bierce (June 24, 18421– c. 1914) American short story writer, journalist, poet, Civil
War veteran
Nothing was more up to date when it was built, or is more obsolete today, than the railroad station.
Ada Louise Huxtable Born 14 March 1921. Architect, Critic, Writer
A private railroad car is not an acquired taste. One takes to it immediately.
Eleanor Robson Belmont (1879-1979) English actress and prominent public figure in the US. Mrs.
Belmont was involved in the Metropolitan Opera Association as the first woman on the board of
directors, and she founded the Metropolitan Opera Guild.
The introduction of so powerful an agent as steam to a carriage on wheels will make a great change
in the situation of man.
Thomas Jefferson, 1802
If God meant for us to fly, he wouldn’t have given us the railways.
Unknown
Rail travel at high speeds is not possible because passengers, unable to breathe, would die of
asphyxia.
Dionysius Lardner (1842—1914) US journalist, short story writer
“I can see nothing to hinder a steam carriage moving on its way with a velocity of 100 miles per
hour.”
Colonel John Stevens, 1812
Railroad iron is a magician’s rod, in its power to evoke the sleeping energies of land and water.
Ralph Waldo Emerson, (1803—1882)
Only fools want to travel all the time. Sensible men want to arrive.
Metternick
One stretch of track was so crooked we met ourselves coming back.
Unknown

Diner Car Menu Item
By Mike Maline
Here is an interesting recipe served in the diner cars of the Southern Pacific Railway. Wondering if
serving a “Southeastern” dish from the Louisiana swamps on a “Western” Railroad might be like
trying to find a good Mexican food restaurant in North Carolina…. Anyway, this looks like it might be
an excellent tasty meal to prepare and enjoy. Bon Appetit!!

Chicken Gumbo Southern Pacific
½ cup butter
3 medium tomatoes
1½ lbs. boneless chicken meat, skinned and
quartered cut into 1-inch pieces
1 qt. water
3 oz. veal, cut small
½ cup shrimp
2 oz. raw, lean ham, cut small
1 Tbsp. butter
½ cup onions, cut small
1 tsp. salt
½ cup celery, sliced thin
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1/8 tsp. white pepper
pinch, thyme
½ cup okra, sliced
2 cups cooked rice

1 cup claret wine
½ cup bell peppers, cut small
pinch, gumbo file

In the saucepan, melt the butter and braise meats. When tender, and onions, celery, and peppers,
and continue cooking until soft. Add okra, tomatoes, and water. Bring to a boil, reduce heat, and boil
slowly for 30 minutes. Meanwhile, in small skillet over medium heat, sauté shrimp in 1 tablespoon
butter. Add shrimp to gumbo and continue to slow boil 10 minutes more. Add salt and seasonings
to taste and stir well. To serve, mold ½ cup of boiled rice in the center of each soup plate and pour
gumbo over.
Before you Begin
You’ll need: 3-quart saucepan, small skillet
Preparation time: 1 hour

Yield: 4 servings

Classified Ads
WANTED: I am giving serious thought to joining a NEW to be organized group called FREE-MO
modules (formerly the Pikemasters). I would rather not build a new module from scratch if there is
one within the division wanting for a new home or just setting around as excess. It would be
modified to fit the new Free-Mo standards if the group further materializes.
If you know of one that might be available for sale (or free) please let me know before I start
purchasing the new wood!
Wade Mountz - 719-380-9060 - w.mountz@yahoo.com
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We Sell-Buy-Trade Model Trains all Scales
Be buy collections large & small
New Address, New Expanded Store

Chapel Hills Mall
1710 Briargate Blvd Suite #0487
Colorado Springs, CO 80920
2nd Floor above Dick's - Follow the Signs

Hours of Operation
Mon-Fri 1-6pm Sat 1-5pm Sun 1-4pm

Visit Roy’s Model Trains website
http://roysmodeltrains.com/
Email: aviationhistory@comcast.net

Phone: 719-728-0503 Leave a Message

COME VISIT US SOON!!
Watch for monthly Swap Meets

